
Hurricane Ian Update

Unfortunately, Hurricane Ian is poised to be a historic storm and will leave a wide
and substantial swath of damage. We have attached maps to illustrate the path of
the storm and the areas impacted, this information comes from the National
Hurricane Center.

Please stay inside, we are not through the storm yet. Please pay attention and
consider these helpful points and take the following steps to ensure your safety.

Listen to local officials for updates and instructions.

Check-in with family and friends by texting or using social media.

If you have left your home, return home only when the authorities indicate it
is safe.

Watch out for debris and downed power lines.

Avoid walking or driving through flood waters. Just 6 inches of moving water
can knock you down, and one foot of fast-moving water can sweep your
vehicle away.

Avoid flood water as it may be electrically charged from underground or
downed power lines and may hide dangerous debris or places where the
ground is washed away.

Photograph the damage to your property in order to assist in filing an
insurance claim.

Do what you can to prevent further damage to your property (e.g., putting a
tarp on a damaged roof), as insurance may not cover additional damage that
occurs after the storm.

Information on Flood Damage
If you have flood damage and have flood insurance, the insurance and processing of
claims is covered by federal law, not Florida law. Among the notable differences,
the federal law requires “Proof of Loss” be filed for the flood claims within 60days,
and the statute of limitations under flood policies is one year

After the storm has passed, chaos is often the order of the day. Large numbers of
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people from both the public and private sector will be everywhere. Most are well
meaning and will be them to help. Please be cautious about interacting with
strangers and individuals who have not been given authority to be in the Kings
Point Community. Every vendor will have proper identification and contact the
front gate if strangers wandering in your community.

People will be there to help us, please stay inside and safe. Allow the proper process
to take place and we all will be thankful when this is over.

Working for you,
Kings Point Master Disaster Preparedness Committee
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